Abstract. The Hamiltonian cycle problem in digraph is mapped into a matching cover bipartite graph. Based on this mapping, it is proved that determining existence a Hamiltonian cycle in graph is O(n 3 ).
Definition and properties
Throughout this paper we consider the finite simple (un)directed graph D = (V, A) (G(V, E), respectively), i.e. the graph has no multi-arcs and no self loops. Let n and m denote the number of vertices V and arcs A (edges E, respectively), respectively.
As conventional, let |S| denote the number of a set S. The set of vertices V and set of arcs of A of a digraph D(V, A) are denoted by V = {v i |1 ≤ i ≤ n} and A = {a j |(1 ≤ j ≤ m) ∧ a j =< v i , v k >, (v i = v k ∈ V )} respectively, where < v i , v k > is a arc from v i to v k and a reverse arc is denoted by ← − a k =< v k , v i > if it exists . Let the out degree of vertex v i denoted by d + (v i ), which has the in degree by denoted as d − (v i ) and has the degree d(v i ) which equals
Let us define a forward relation ⊲⊳ between two arcs as following,
It is obvious that |a i ⊲⊳ a i | = 0 . A pair of symmetric arcs < a i , a j > are two arcs of a simple digraph if and only if
A cycle L is a set of arcs (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a q ) in a digraph D, which obeys two conditions:
If a cycle L obeys the following conditions, it is a simple cycle.
c3. ∀L
′ ⊂ L, L ′ does not satisfy both conditions c1 and c2.
A Hamiltonian cycle L is also a simple cycle of length n = |V | ≥ 2 in digraph. A graph that has at least one Hamiltonian cycle is called a Hamiltonian graph.
A graph G=(V ; E) is bipartite if the vertex set V can be partitioned into two sets X and Y (the bipartition) such that ∃e i ∈ E, x j ∈ X, ∀x k ∈ X \ {x j }, (e i ⊲⊳ x j = ∅ → e i ⊲⊳ x k = ∅) (e i , Y , respectively). if |X| = |Y |, We call that G is a balanced bipartite graph. A matching M ⊆ E is a collection of edges such that every vertex of V is incident to at most one edge of M , a matching of balanced bipartite graph is perfect if |M | = |X|. Hopcroft and Karp shows that constructs a perfect matching of bipartite in O((m + n) (n)) [6] . The matching of bipartite has a relation with neighborhood of X. Two matrices representation related graphs are defined as follows.
Definition 1. [8]
The incidence matrix C nm of a undirected graph G(V ; E) is a (0, 1)-matrix with element
It is obvious that every column of an incidence matrix has exactly two 1 entries.
It is obvious that each column of an incidence matrix of digraph has exactly one 1 and one −1 entries.
Theorem 2.
[8] The C is the incidence matrix of a directed graph with k components the rank of C is given by
In order to convince to describe the graph D properties, in this paper, we denotes the r(D) = r(C).
Z-mapping graphs and Hamiltonian digraph
Firstly, let us divided the matrix of C into two groups.
Concepts of Z-mapping graphs
Definition 3. Let C be a incidence matrix of digraph D, the Z-mapping graph of D, denoted as Z(D), is defined as a balanced bipartite graph G(X, Y : E) with a incidence matrix F = C
Since F is bijection, let definition the F − 1 as the reverse mapping from G to D.
The concept of z-mapping graph of a Digraph with degree bound two was introduced in [4] which is named Projector graph.
It is easy to deduce that the z-mapping graph of D has following properties.
Lemma 2. A Z-mapping graph G of digraph D with n vertices and m arcs is an balanced bipartite graph G(X, Y ; E) with |X| = n,|Y | = n and |E| = m
Since a simple cycle of D is divided into disjoint edges of G, thus a lemma follows the lemma 1.
Lemma 3. A Z-mapping graph G of a simple directed cycle L with n arcs is a perfect matching with disjoint m edges.
Hamiltonian digraph Vs Z-mapping graph
In [4] , it is presents a bijection from a digraph D with degree bound two to a balanced bipartite graph G, and a theorem is follows. Proof. ⇒ Let the digraph D(V ; A) with a Hamiltonian cycle L, the incidence matrix of (V ; L) is represented by matrix C ′ ,
According to lemma 3, the Z-mapping graph G of D has a perfect matching
Let equation 7 substitute to equation 6. Then r(F −1 (M )) = n − 1. ⇐ Let G(X, Y ; E) be the Z-mapping graph of the digraph D(V, A), and M be a perfect matching in
Unfortunately, according to [4] , even limited the digraph with degree bound two, finding Hamiltonian cycle in D need visit all isomorphism perfect matching in G and obtaining a solution. In another words, we hope that determining the Hamiltonian graph without to obtaining a solution.
Complexity of determining Hamiltonian cycle
Let M denotes set of perfect matching in G. Let C(G) define as follows.
. Remark 1. The connected C(G) is named matching cover graph in [9] , but this paper extends the concept on disconnected graph.
Obtaining a C(G) from a bipartite graph G is not difficult, the complexity is follows.
Lemma 5. The complexity of obtaining C(G) from a bipartite graph G is O(n 3 ).
Proof. Since obtaining a maximal matching from bipartite G is O(n 2 ), every balance bipartite graph with 2n vertices has maximal degree n, repeat n times, can finding all of matching edges in G. Thus the complexity is O(n 3 ).
Then the bijection between digraph D and a Z-mapping graph G can be extend between the C(G) and D.
. There are two cases of q. q = 1. Since G has only one perfect matching M and M = C(G), then r(
, and there are n × n sub matrix Proof. Since every edge in G can be substitute by two symmetric arcs in D, then the digraph is only need considering. Since obtaining a perfect matching in bipartite G is O(n 3 ), obtaining a C(G) is O(n 2 ), and the complexity of rank on matrix is O(n 3 ). Then Determining the HCP problme is only O(n 3 ).
Conclude remake
According to the theorem 6, the complexity of determining a Hamiltonian cycle existence or not is only O(n 3 ). Thus it proved that P = N P again. Compare with the results in [4] , the complexity of obtaining a Hamiltonian cycle is O(n 4 ). Since the determining Hamiltonian cycle belongs to decision problem (problme 1), which means it only need answer "yes" or "no" for a given problem, but obtaining a Hamiltonian from graph belongs to a optimization problem (problem 2). Since traveling salesperson problem (TSP) have both decision and optimization problem, a conjecture follows. Conjecture 1. The complexity of optimization TSP is O(n 4 ), but the decision TSP is O(n 3 ).
